Take Your Business Mobile with First Data Solutions

Built for Businesses Going Places.
First Data Solutions include powerful cutting-edge hardware and software, the most advanced payments security technology around and more. And, because every business is unique, we’ve designed them with flexibility in mind, so you can pick the combination that’s right for you.

Enter Clover Mobile, a high-powered portable business system that goes wherever you go, and works just as hard. Whether you’re taking payments tableside, busting register lines, or just generally on the go, Clover Mobile helps you keep things rolling. This powerful handheld device lets you do what you need to, when you need to.
Everything You Need to Grow Your Business, in the Palm of Your Hand.

Clover Mobile is intuitive and easy to use. Right out of the box, you’ll be able to:

• Accept all types of payments from magnetic strip and EMV® credit and debit cards to contactless—all without additional equipment or complicated software.
• Protect your customers, business and reputation from fraud with built-in TransArmor Solution.
• Easily set up a mobile loyalty and rewards program that drives business using the free Perka Punchcard app.
• Manage inventory with advanced software and a built in scanner that makes tracking and replenishing easier than ever.
• Tap into valuable insights about your business with Insightics™ Free.

Clover Mobile runs on cloud-based software so your business information is always available on the device or from a computer, tablet or mobile phone. First Data Solutions provides all you need to get started with Clover Mobile. As you grow, you can enhance and customize your system with apps from the fast-growing Clover App Market.

Business happens in many places – Clover Mobile makes it easier, everywhere.

For more information, contact your Business Consultant, call 866-965-8330 or visit firstdata.com/smallbusiness.
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